Equational reasoning with string diagrams provides an intuitive means of proving equations between morphisms in a symmetric monoidal category. This can be extended to proofs of infinite families of equations using a simple graphical syntax called !-box notation. While this does greatly increase the proving power of string diagrams, previous attempts to go beyond equational reasoning have been largely ad hoc, owing to the lack of a suitable logical framework for diagrammatic proofs involving !-boxes. In this paper, we extend equational reasoning with !-boxes to a fully-fledged first order logic called with conjunction, implication, and universal quantification over !-boxes. This logic, called !L, is then rich enough to properly formalise an induction principle for !-boxes. We then build a standard model for !L and give an example proof of a theorem for non-commutative bialgebras using !L, which is unobtainable by equational reasoning alone. 
Introduction
Many processes come with natural notions of parallel and sequential composition. In such cases, it is advantageous to switch from traditional term-based (i.e. one-dimensional) syntax to the two-dimensional syntax of string diagrams. This diagrams, which consist of boxes (or various other shapes) connected by wires, form a sound and complete language for compositions of morphisms in a monoidal category [8] . Recently, the use of string diagrams has gained much interest in a wide variety of areas, including categorical quantum mechanics [4, 3, 5] , computational linguistics [9] and control theory [2, 1] . What many of these applications have in common is they make extensive use of equational reasoning for string diagrams. That is, proofs are constructed by starting with a fixed set of diagram equations, e.g.
(ii) (iii) (iv) (i) and using those to construct new equations by substitution of sub-diagrams. For example, the following is a derivation making use of the four rules above:
However, to prove more powerful theorems, one often needs to pass from statements about single diagrams to entire families of diagrams and diagram equations. One way to do this, while staying within the realm of string diagrams is to use !-box notation (pronounced 'bang-box notation'), introduced in [6] and formalised in [11] . In this notation, certain sub-diagrams are wrapped in boxes, which mean 'repeat this sub-diagram any number of times'. For example, suppose we considered a family of 'copy' operations with 1 input and n outputs. Then, if we had some other map with just a single output, we might ask that connecting it to the n-fold 'copy' results in n copies. We can represent this family of rules using !-box notation as follows:
... = ...
Whereas the expression on the left is informal, the expression on the right defines a family of equations without ambiguity. Formally, a !-box rule represents a set of string diagram rules obtained by instantiating the !-box, which essentially amounts fixing the number of times to copy each !-box. For example, the instances of the !-box rule above are precisely the ones we meant to capture with the informal expression:
where the 'blank space' in the first equation represents the monoidal unit I. We can even use this more expressive notation to make recursive definitions. For instance, we could recursively define the n-fold copy operation as a tree of binary copy operations:
Using just equational reasoning, there is no way to get from the equations in (2) to the n-fold copy equation (1) . However, if we introduce an induction principle:
we can split into a base case (zero copies of the !-box) and a step case (n copies implies n + 1 copies). Taking the base case as given, we can prove the step case using the induction hypothesis and the rules in (2):
Unfortunately, this doesn't quite work. If we interpret → to mean 'the rule on the left can be used in the proof of the rule on the right', the step case is vacuous. The rule on the right is already an instance of the rule on the left. This is a bit like saying: (∀n.P n) → (∀n.P (n + 1)), which is of course true for any P .
The problem is, when we pass to !-box notation, where single diagram rules now represent whole families of rules, our existing reasoning tools do not provide enough control over instances of rules, and how those instances interact with each other. This problem was solved for the specific case of induction in [14] using an operation called fixing, which essentially freezes a !-box so it can't be instantiated. However, this was introduced more as a stopgap, until a proper logic could be developed, suitable for handling conjunction, implication, and crucially universal quantification over !-boxes. In this paper, we develop that logic. With this new !-logic in hand, we can correct our failed attempt at induction to:
In addition to giving a solid foundation for proofs constructed using !-boxes, a major motivating factor for the development of a formal logic of !-boxes is its implementation in the proof assistant Quantomatic [13] . Currently, Quantomatic supports pure equational reasoning on string diagrams with !-boxes. The implementation of !-logic will allow it to support diagrammatic versions of all the usual trappings of a fully-featured proof assistant, such as local assumptions, goal-driven (i.e. backward) reasoning, and of course inductive proofs.
There are two essentially equivalent ways to formalise string diagrams with !-boxes: one combinatoric (as in the original formulation) and one syntactic, building on the tensor notation for compact closed categories [12] . Here we opt for the latter, as it more conveniently fits into the presentation of the logic and provides a means of elegantly representing commutative and non-commutative generators. We begin by reviewing compact closed categories, tensor notation, and !-tensors in Section 2. Next, we define the concept of an instantiation, which will play a central role in the logic in Section 3. We introduce the syntax of our logic, namely !-formulas, in Section 4 and give the rules of the logic in Section 5. We provide a semantics for !-formulas based on sets of instantiations evaluated in a compact closed category C in Section 6. We conclude by exhibiting a non-trivial proof involving non-commutative bialgebras, which can be done entirely within !L and diagram rewriting.
Preliminaries

Compact closed categories and signatures
Throughout this paper, we will work with compact closed categories, i.e. symmetric monoidal categories where every object X has a dual object X * and two morphisms η X : I → X * ⊗ X, X : X ⊗ X * → I satisfying the yanking equations:
For simplicity, we will focus on strict compact closed categories, where associativity and unitality of ⊗ hold on-the-nose. However, all of the concepts we will use in this paper go through virtually unmodified by Mac Lane's coherence theorem.
As string diagrams, we will depict X as a wire directed upwards, and X * as a wire directed downwards. Thus η X and X can be depicted as half-turns:
which we typically call 'cups' and 'caps', respectively. Using this notation, the yanking equations resemble their namesake:
One consequence of the inclusion of cups and caps is that we can now introduce 'feedback loops', allowing us to make sense of arbitrary string diagrams, not just directed acyclic ones. A second consequence is that any map f : X → Y can be equivalently represented as a map of the form f : I → X * ⊗ Y just by 'bending' the input up to be an output:
Thus, we will always assume that our generating morphisms can be written in the form Definition 2. For a compact closed category C, a valuation − : Σ → C is a choice of object X ∈ ob C for every x ∈ O, and a choice of point ψ :
When there can be no confusion, we write pairs (ψ,
As usual, the free compact closed category Free(Σ) is characterised by the universal property that any valuation lifts uniquely to functor − : Free(Σ) → C preserving all of the compact closed structure. In the next section, we will give a convenient syntactic presentation of this category.
Tensor notation for compact closed categories
From now on, we will assume that Σ only has one object X, so morphisms will be maps from I to monoidal products of X and X * . Suppose that we have two generators in Σ, φ : I → X ⊗ X ⊗ X * ⊗ X * ⊗ X * and ψ : I → X ⊗ X * ⊗ X * . Diagrammatically we will depict these generators as circular nodes with the edges ordered clockwise around the node. To avoid ambiguity we place a tick on the node between the last and first edge. We will name free edges so they can be referred to when manipulating diagrams. Hence the generators in our example (with arbitrarily named edges) are: To succinctly express these kinds of string diagrams syntactically, we can use tensor notation. Here, we represent generators by writing their names, followed by a list of subscripts indicating their (named) inputs and outputs:
Inputs (i.e. outputs of type X * ) are represented as names with 'checks'ǎ,b, . . ., whereas outputs are represented as names with 'hats'â,b, . . .. We combine generators into a single diagram by concatenating them, and the process of connecting generators together by caps-which we call contraction-is indicated by repeating names:
If a name occurs once, it is called a free edgename. If it is repeated, it is called a bound edgename. As the name would suggest, bound edgenames have no meaning in their own right, and can be changed (a.k.a. α-converted) at will. Hence the expressions ψfǎbφâbčďě and φĝĥčďěψfǧȟ both represent (5). Also, since it is the names that indicate inputs/outputs of a tensor expression, the order in which we write tensor symbols is irrelevant. So, for example,
This notation gives a simple presentation of string diagrams, and hence of morphisms in the free compact closed category over Σ. The only mismatch between tensors and morphisms in the free category is that tensors use names to identify inputs/outputs, whereas categories use positions. Thus, to relate the two concepts, we assume the set of edgenames contains two disjoint sets {a 1 , a 2 , . . .} and {b 1 , b 2 , . . .} that are totally ordered and (countably) infinite, and introduce the notion of canonically named tensors. We can then express a morphism in Free(Σ) as a tensor whose i-th input is named a i and whose j-th output is named b j . It was shown in [10] (for the traced case) and [12] (for the compact closed case) that Free(Σ) is equivalent to the category whose morphisms are canonically-named tensors, with • and ⊗ defined in the obvious way using renaming and contraction. This gives us an important consequence: Theorem 4. For any compact closed signature Σ, a valuation − : Σ → C lifts uniquely to an operation which sends canonically named tensors G over Σ to morphisms G in C.
!-tensors
As mentioned in the intro, a string diagram with !-boxes represents a family of string diagrams, where the sub-diagram in the !-box has been copied an arbitrary number of times. To formalise this, we extend the tensor syntax to include !-boxes. These extended expressions are called !-tensors. Fix disjoint, infinite sets E and B of edgenames and boxnames, respectively.
Definition 5. The set of edgeterms T e is defined inductively as follows:
• ∈ T e (empty edgeterm)
•ǎ,â ∈ T e a ∈ E
• e] A , [e A ∈ T e e ∈ T e , A ∈ B
• ef ∈ T e e, f ∈ T e Letting 1 represent the empty !-tensor and 1âb represent an identity edge with input named b and output named a, we can define !-tensor expressions as follows:
Definition 6. The set of all !-tensor expressions T Σ for a signature Σ is defined inductively as:
Subject to the conditions that (F1)ǎ andâ must occur at most once for each edgename a and (F2) [. . .] A must occur at most once for each boxname A, as well as some consistency conditons for !-boxes.
The remaining consistency conditions are easiest to understand in the graphical presentation of !-tensors. Sub-expressions of the form [. . .] A are represented by wrapping a box around part of the string diagram:
Edges connecting into or out of a !-box must be annotated with the !-box name and a direction, indicating whether the new edgenames should be produced to the left (anticlockwise) or to the right (clockwise) when a !-box is expanded. We indicate this direction by drawing an arc over the annotated edges:
We drop the label on the arc when it can be inferred from context. The remaining consistency conditions say that any edge connecting into or out of a !-box must have an annotation, and those annotations should respect nesting of !-boxes, as in e.g.:
For a fully rigorous account of these conditions, see [12] . However, the above description should suffice for the purposes of this paper, so we'll proceed to how !-tensors are instantiated. The primary instantiation operations are expand, which produces a new copy of the contents of a !-box and kill, which removes the !-box from the diagram:
These two operations suffice to produce all concrete instances, that is all instances not involving any !-boxes, of a !-tensor. If we wish to get all instances of a !-tensor, including those with !-boxes, we factorise expand into two additional operations: copy, which makes a copy of the !-box and its contents, and drop, which removes a !-box and leaves its contents behind. We can define all four of these operations recursively on !-tensor expressions. We first give the recursive cases where all four operations behave the same:
where A = B and x ∈ {1, 1âb,ǎ,â, }. The four operations are distinguished on the remaining three cases: Where fr is a function assigning fresh names to all edges and !-boxes in an expression. We occasionally write Exp B,fr and Copy B,fr to explicitly reference the freshness function of a !-box operation.
Compatibility and instantiations of !-boxes
In Section 4, we will define the formulas of !-logic. It only makes sense to combine !-tensors into single formulas if their !-boxes are compatible in some sense, so we first provide some basic notions relating to compatibility.
Definition 7.
If F is a set and ≺ is a binary relation on F then the pair (F, ≺) is called a forest if it forms a cycle-free directed graph where each node A has at most one node B s.t A ≺ B. A forest can also be seen as a graph made up of disconnected directed trees. We write < for the transitive closure and ≤ for the reflexive and transitive closure of ≺.
Let X ≤ and X ≥ be the downward and upward closure of X ⊆ F , respectively. For a single element A ∈ F , we write A ≤ for {A} ≤ and A < for A ≤ \A.
Definition 8.
If a subset X ⊆ F is both upward and downward closed (i.e. X = X ≤ = X ≥ ) then we say X is a component of (F, ≺). If it contains no proper sub-components, it is called a connected component.
We write F ⊆ F for the set of maximal elements with respect to ≤. Note that for A ∈ F the set A ≤ is always a connected component, and for F finite, all connected components are of this form. An important concept for !-tensors is that of instantiations. These capture precisely the sequence of operations by which a !-tensor is transformed into some instance of itself. For a !-tensor G, an instantiation i of G is a sequence of zero or more Exp and Kill operations such that i(G) doesn't contain any !-boxes.
In fact, we can divorce the notion of instantiation from a particular !-tensor if we notice that instantiations make sense for any forest. For a forest F , and an element B ∈ F define the Exp B and Kill B operations as follows:
where the top elements of fr(B < ) are added as descendants of the parent of B (if it has one). So, Kill B removes B and all of its children, whereas Exp B behaves just like expanding a !-box, in that it adds a fresh copy of all of the children as siblings:
We can now define instantiations in a way that only refers to forests:
Definition 11. For a forest F , an instantiation of F is a composition i of zero or more operations Exp B , Kill B such that B is in the domain of each operation and i(F ) = {}. Let Inst(F ) be the set of all instantiations of F .
In particular, if F is empty, Inst(F ) only contains the trivial instantiation 1. The set of instantiations for a !-tensor G is then just Inst(Boxes(G)). On the other hand, i(G) gives us a well-defined !-tensor for any instantiation i ∈ Inst(F ) when F ↔ Boxes(G). This added flexibility will be important to the interpretation of !-logic formulas, where instantiations may act on many !-tensors simultaneously.
!-logic formulas
In this section, we will introduce the syntax of !-logic. The atomic !-logic formulas are well-formed equations between !-tensors and generic formulas are built up from the atomic formulas using conjunction, implication, and universal quantification. Well-formed !-tensor equations are pairs of !-tensors with the property that any simultaneous instantiation of the LHS and RHS produces a valid equation between tensors. That is, the LHS and the RHS of any instance of the equation should have identical free edgenames for their inputs and outputs.
Definition 12. A !-tensor equation G = H is well-formed if G and H have identical inputs and outputs, Boxes(G) ↔ Boxes(H)
, and an inputǎ (resp. outputâ) occurs in a !-box A in G iff it occurs in the same !-box in H. A . The other formulas are built inductively, while maintaining the property that the sub-formulas have compatible !-boxes. To accomplish this, it is most convenient to define the set of !-formulas while simultaneously defining the operation Boxes(X) for any !-formula X.
Note that by 'ǎ occurs in
Definition 13.
The set of !-formulas, F Σ , for a signature Σ is defined inductively as:
where Boxes(−) is defined recursively on !-formulas by:
• Boxes(∀A. X) := Boxes(X)\A ≤ Just like one can read formulas in predicate logic as mappings from values of the free variables to truth values, one should read !-formulas as mappings from instantiations of !-boxes to truth values. Thus, universal quantification over !-boxes states that a particular formula holds for all instantiations involving those !-boxes. We will make this interpretation precise in Section 6.
One important thing to note is that universal quantification over a top-level !-box A should be interpreted as quantifying over the entire connected component A ≤ . In the absence of nesting, this is the same as quantifying over individual !-boxes. However, in the presence of nesting, this restriction to only quantifying over entire components seems to be necessary for giving a consistent interpretation to !-logic formulas. This boils down to the fact that !-box operations on separate components of Boxes(X) commute, whereas arbitrary !-box operations do not.
Remark. Note that the set F Σ in Definition 13 is defined inductively by relying on a simultaneous recursive definition of Boxes. This is non-circular, since the inductive steps always rely on calls to Boxes on strictly smaller formulas. Unsurprisingly, this style of definition is called induction-recursion [7] .
In order to talk about instances of !-formulas, we must extend !-box operations from !-tensors to arbitrary formulas. 
5
The rules of !L
We now define a simple logic over !-formulas, which we call !L. Our presentation is given in terms of sequents of the form: Γ Y , where Γ := X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n is a finite sequence of !-formulas. We will always assume in writing a sequent that all of the formulas involved have compatible !-boxes. We take the core logical rules to be those from positive intuitionistic logic with cut:
The rules for introducing and eliminating ∀ are also analogous to the usual rules. Let rn : B → B be a bijective renaming function for !-boxes that is identity except on A ≤ , and let rn(X) be the application of that renaming to a formula. Then:
where in the case of ∀I we also require that rn(A ≤ ) is disjoint from Boxes(Γ).
To these core logical rules, we add rules capturing the fact that = is an equivalence relation and a congruence:
where Ins A K inserts the expression K into the !-box A ∈ Boxes(G). The last three rules allow an equation to be applied to a sub-expression. The first two rules allow us to build the context on to the outside of an equation, whereas the third one allows us to add some extra context within any !-box in an equation. These are precisely the equational reasoning rules introduced for !-tensors in [12] . The only difference is we call the 'weakening' operation from that paper 'insertion' to avoid clash with the logical notion.
The main utility of universal quantification is to control the application !-box operations. In order to start instantiating a !-box (or one of its children), it must be under a universal quantifier:
where B ≤ A ∈ Boxes(X). These rules, along with (∀E) play an analogous role to the substitution of a universally-quantified variable for an arbitrary term.
The final rule of the logic is !-box induction, which allows us to introduce new !-boxes. For a top-level !-box A, we have:
where A does not occur free in Γ or ∆ and B 1 to B n are the fresh names of children of A coming from its expansion.
Semantics
In this section, we give a semantic interpretation for !-logic formulas using a compact closed category C. For any compact closed category C, a choice of valuation − : Σ → C of the generators in Σ will fix a unique morphism G for any concrete (i.e. !-box-free) tensor G. Thus C comes with an interpretation for equality between concrete tensors. From this, we can build up everything else. For concrete tensors G, H, there is an obvious way to assign a truth value to the formula G = H:
As we first mentioned in Section 4, !-logic formulas should be thought of as mappings from instantiations to truth values. Equivalently, they can be thought of as sets of instantiations: namely the set of all instantiations for which the formula holds. Applying this interpretation to atomic formulas yields the following definition:
Definition 16. For an atomic !-formula G = H and a valuation − : Σ → C, we let:
Concrete tensors are equal if and only if they are equal for the trivial instantiation 1. We can interpret truth values as a special case of sets of instantiations: T = {1} and F = {}. Then, in the case of concrete tensors, (7) reduces to (6) .
For a forest F and any i ∈ Inst(F ), and a component S ⊆ F , we write i| S for the restriction of i to only operations involving elements of X (or fresh copies thereof). For a !-formula X, we write i| X for i| Boxes(X) . Using restrictions of instantiations, we can lift the above definition from atoms to all formulas.
Definition 17. The interpretation − of a !-logic formula is defined recursively as:
We always interpret sequents as truth values. To do so, we push all of the assumptions to the right and universally quantify over any free !-boxes: The question of completeness for !L is still open. For the case of atomic !-formulas, this seems to follow straightforwardly from the fact that string diagrams (or equivalently, tensors) are sound and complete for compact closed categories. So, concrete !-tensor equations are true in all models if and only if they are identical tensors. Thus, for the case of general !-tensor equations, the problem reduces to deciding whether two !-tensors with corresponding !-boxes always have identical instances. However, once implication enters the game, we get many non-trivial formulas that hold in all models. For example, an equation with two !-boxes without edges between them always implies another equation obtained by merging those !-boxes:
In this case, it is always possible to use !-box induction to prove such an implication (and many others). However, whether the rules in Section 5 suffice to get everything is a topic of continuing research.
An inductive proof for non-commutative bialgebras
In this section, we will show how !L can be used to derive highly non-trivial !-box equations using a combination of !-box induction and rewriting. Recally that a bialgebra consists of a monoid, a comonoid, and four extra equations governing their interaction. We will extend the signature of (co)monoids to also allow for n-ary operations, standing for left-associated trees of multiplications and comultiplications:
... ... := ... ... :=
We then assume the usual (co)monoid laws, along with the definition of a higher-arity tree:
For bialgebras, we start with these equations and add four more:
Now, we'll construct a (mostly) formal proof in !L that a tree of multiplications, followed by a tree of comultiplications is equal to a complete bipartite graph of comultiplications before multiplications. This rule generalises all 4 of the existing bialgebra rules, and can be expressed very succinctly using !-boxes: = To avoid massive proof trees, we will abbreviate stacks of equational reasoning rules as sequences of rewrite steps (marked with (*)'s), suppress ∀-intro/elim, and write (Assm) to abbreviate using an assumption. The proof from hence forth is purely graphical. 
Lemma 19.
A Proof of soundness for !L
In this section, we prove Theorem 18, i.e. the soundness of − with respect to !L. To do so, it suffices to show that − respects each of the rules of the logic. For i ∈ Inst(F ) and a formula X such that Boxes(X) is a component of F , we will write i X as shorthand for i| X ∈ X . Using this notation, we can rewrite the interpretation as follows:
Universal quantification over entire components of Boxes(X) is well-behaved for the following reason: A related fact about re-ordering operations in an instantiation is that they can always be put in normal form: Proof. The basic structural rules just reduce to the same rules concerning instantiations. Let K be the conjunction of Γ and K the conjunction of ∆ throughout. By Lemma 25, to check that Γ X is true, it suffices to check that, for all i ∈ Inst(Boxes(K → X)), i K → X.
Proof. We need to check that operations on
(Ident) Fix i ∈ Inst(Boxes(X)). We need to show i ∈ X → X, but this is equivalent to i X → i X, which is trivially true. (∀I) Fix i ∈ Inst(Boxes(K → ∀A.X)). We need to show that for any j ∈ Inst(A ≤ ), i • j K → X. Assume without loss of generality that any !-box names on operations in i are disjoint from rn(A ≤ ). This is possible because rn(A ≤ ) must already be disjoint from Boxes(Γ) (by side-condition) and it must be disjoint from Boxes(∀A.X) = Boxes(X)\A ≤ by injectivity of rn. The only other !-box names in i are those introduced during instantiation, which can be freely chosen. Let rn(j) be the instantiation of rn(A ≤ ) obtained by renaming operations according to rn. Then, by assumption of the rule, we have i • rn(j) K → rn(X). Since rn is identity except on A ≤ , we have rn(i • j) rn(K → X) and thus i • j K → X. (∀E) Fix i ∈ Inst(Boxes(K → rn(X))). Then suppose i K, then i K. Then, by assumption i ∀A.X. Let i = i| ∀A.X , then i ∀A.X, which implies that for all
